
Run the shallows and tame the chop

BOAT SPECIFICATIONS

The Wooldridge Sport is a jet boat designed for those indecisive folks who can’t decide which is more important, whether to navigate up shallow 
tributaries where most can’t (or won’t) or choose to chase their favorite �sh into deeper waters. Want to take the family for a casual cruise on the lake? 
Well the Wooldridge Sport with its 18 deadrise in the bow has you covered! The Sport features our legendary Wooldridge jet tunnel that’s integrated into 
a well-balanced 10º deadrise at the transom/ planning surface so whether setting up for a curvy side channel or running over that shallow ri�e, the Sport 
is well prepared. O�ered in 18 and 20 foot lengths, choose the style best suited to your boating! Open model with choice of tiller or console or opt for the 
windshield model with its large two-piece walk-thru windshield for optimal function, visibility and ease of access to the beach or river bank. There’s plenty 
of room to load large coolers, people, gear and game. The stand-up gunnel with toe kick assures stable, comfortable �shing all day long. And, the Sport’s 
beamy 6' wide bottom means lots of deck space for the crew. New for 2023, the sport also features higher 32” sides with sleek modern �at gunnels. 
Standard diamond plate �oors and newly designed dash rounds out the attractive new features! Easy to tow and easy to launch, Wooldridge has 
engineered strength without unnecessary weight into the Sport. Re�ned through four generations of superior boat building, rest assured that all 
Wooldridge boats come with a lifetime limited hull warranty for the original owner. The Wooldridge Sport is a versatile boat, built to last and loaded with 
features to meet the full gamut of outdoor challenges and opportunities. Check out the new Wooldridge Sport model today!

Beam 94”94”

Side Height 32”32”
Interior Side Height 25”25”
Bottom Width 72”72”
Bottom Gauge .190”.190”
Side Gauge .125”.125”
Weight (open) 1,425 lbs.1,325 lbs.
Weight (w/windshield) 1,500 lbs.1,400 lbs.
Fuel Tank 50 gal.50 gal.
Max Prop H.P. 140 115
Max Jet H.P. 250200
Deadrise at Transom 10º10º

Length Over All 20’6’’20’1’’*

Sport

*with welded swimstep*

Length 18’6’’ 20’6’’

20’  Sport Windshield shown

20’ Sport Windshield
Deadrise at Bow 18º18º

Interior floor width 78”78”

Sport 18’ & 20’ Models
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Sport STANDARD FEATURES

Wooldridge Boats 
exclusive jet 
tunnel o�ers the 
best in shallow 
water running 
and handling in 
challenging river 
running 
conditions. The 
tunnel allows the 
jet foot to be raised for protection, a clean water feed and ram e�ect. It also provides traction for controlled 
and predictable performance in tight quarters. 

20’ Sport

20’ Sport Windshield shown with optional bench seat20’ Sport Windshield20’ Sport Windshield

Console - Deleted Features
º No windshield or wiper

º No storage boxes or seats

° Moeller Rod Grippers in sides

° 12v Power Plug 

° Welded Sport rails 

° Gas/Water separator 

° 6 -switch power source w/ sealed
   switches and fuses 

° Storage under front step deck

° LED Navigation / Running lights 

° Full width self-bailing transom shelf

° UV treated vinyl exterior graphic

° Walk-Around gunnels with non-skid

° Welded bow and stern eyes 

Tiller - Deleted Features
º No windshield or wiper

º No storage boxes or seats

° Dual USB charger plug 

° Transducer bracket 

° Recessed self-bailing diamond plate
  bow deck(windshield model only)

° Welded dash with cable steering system 

° Two Navi style upholstered seats for driver &
   passenger (bench seating optional)

° Windshield wiper for driver side  

° Two all welded aluminum lockable 
  dry storage boxes

° 1,250 GPH bilge pump 

° Electric horn 

° Back lit fuel gauge 

Windshield

Console - Added Features
º Welded center console with storage and shelf

º Recessed diamond plate step deck

° Lifetime Limited Hull Warranty to original buyer

° Stand-up gunnels with toe kick 

° Built-in, under-�oor aluminum fuel tank, ba�ed 

° Diamond plate aluminum �oors 

° Side tray storage areas covered in marine carpet 

° Meets U.S.C.G. Standards

° Welded swim step on 18’ models

° Fully welded under-�oor structure support

° Exclusive Wooldridge jet Tunnel 

° Secondary fuel feed o� tank for kicker fuel

° Extended bottom trim plate
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° Large two piece "Walk-thru" windshield w/ 
  tempered glass (windshield model only)


